Flow Meter Sun Shade Accessory

- For Use with Fox Models FT1, FT4A, FT3, and FT4X Thermal Mass Flow Meters
- Improved visibility in bright and glaring conditions
- Provides shade for display to deter the effects of extreme weather conditions

Features & Specs

- Designed to easily fit most Fox Thermal flow meter models
- Spring form snaps onto housing easily
- No extra hardware or flow meter modifications necessary
- Durable powder coated 16 gauge aluminum material

Dimensions

- Length: 9 3/16”
- Height: 4”

Ordering Information

- Specify Fox Thermal Part No. 109040
- Delivery within 1-2 days ARO*

* Listed delivery time is for stand-alone orders only. Any sun shades included as part of larger sales orders (which also include flow meters) will be shipped as one complete order based on quoted lead time (unless otherwise specified).